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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper is focused on optimization of loading of goods onto storage space with
thestress on the usage of computer techniques. Problems relating to capacity restrictions
solvea set of discrete mathematics problems of Sin package in theory. This problem isn't
only about maximal volume utilization of loading space. There are many various
restrictions and limits in the practical problem so the solution may be different from this
imagine.

It is impossible to solve the large tasks of Sin Packing Problem with exact methods
due to demanding computing complexity now. Therefore quite a number of heuristic
methodswere developed. Some of them are generalized but provide no quality results or
theyare not qenerally applicable due to their specializations.

The aim of this paper is to present model and new meta-algorithm, universal
approach which can gain good-quality results. New methods and algorithms are
constructedon a given model. The main emphasis is given on the practice restrictive
conditionswhile maintaining general flexibility of the model.
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2. MODEL

This paper deals with the practical solution of space (3D) Bin Packing Problem. It is
not limited in aspect of objecťs and container's homogeneity. Objects and containers may
be of convex cubic shapes. The problem is off-line deterministic in aspect of method of
objecťs entry into the solution. This means that the number and characteristics of all
objects are known before optimization and set of objects cannot be changed after the
start of the calculation.

2.1 Binding conditions

Area of respected binding conditions can be very extensive. Binding conditions
define acceptable solution. However, there is a conscious breach of certain binding
conditions in practice sometimes. If we violate some these conditions in our model, these
conditions are transferred into the sub-objective functions.

Perhaps most important binding conditions in the loading-dimensional problem are
dimensional fit conditions. Loaded object cannot exceed spatial dimensions of the
container.

Binding condition of compliance with the loading limit of the container is indicates
that the total weight of all loaded objects should not exceed container's tonnage. There
are some other practical limitations in the group of massic conditions. It is very important
to monitor the maximum axle load in the case when the container is a vehicle with axles.
Regular distribution of weight in general in various axes container and the ratio ofaxle
load are other important conditions. Mass restrictive conditions can be broken, but it will
be penalized in objective function.

Requirements for the location of objects are necessary to specify before loading
operations. It is the handling objects in the first instance. Vou can determine when it is
feasible to load the object in a different orientation than was specified. Handling is
possible in two levels:

• vertical axial rotation,

• horizontal axial tilting.

Additional requirements for the location of objects are resulting mainly from the
good's characteristics and from requirements of lashing and secure objects against
displacement or flip in the container .

• object has to be just on the floor,

• object has to be alone breadthwise.

It may be needfulness to place an object onto some another. This model uses the
concept of stacking in practice. Several other binding conditions of stacking can be used
according to the characteristics of the loaded object:
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• object can be stacked,

• stacking tonnage of the object - to determine what weight can be putted on.

The height stability of objects condition is related to the weight restrictions,
respectively with the objecťs centre of gravity location. The goal is to minimize the risk of
unwanted flip the object due to exposure of dynamic forces.

Object stability in terms of their imposition means to minimize the risk of sliding or
falling objects. At least a 50 percent of its bottom must interfere above another solid
object.

Another restriction is that the object must be placed in a closed container (covered
vehicle, etc.) because of its weather protection for example.

Objects grouping and its priority of loading or unloading may be important too. This
is applicable with delivery tasks in practice. There have to be free access to sequentially
loaded objects guaranteed.

2.2 The objective function and criterions

The objective function is necessary to evaluate the quality of achieved result. It is
not possible to identity a single criterion, which can be generally applied to loading
optimization as practical experience shows at BIl. There are a number of different task
types and requirements for the outcome of their results. So I decided to use multicriterial
value objective function for these reasons. This means that the objective function will
include more items criterions. Individual criteria will be transferred to the components of
the objective function with the modification of some weighting rate. To achieve the
generally and practically applicable results is defined a set of criterions, which will appear
onthe objective function of proposed model.

2.2.1 Pricing criterions

It is possible to evaluate the assignment of object in containers in addition to
minimize transport charges. Some value is appraised for container using. The whole
amounthas to be mineralized:

2.1

K containers count,

C appraised value for container using.

To maximize the benefit of loaded objects is another criterion. Utility or objecťs
pricedefines the importance or value of the object for loading.

n
max ~ Lbi -c.;

i:j

2.2

n objects count,
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b binary variable meaning if object is loaded inta
the container or not,

c utility value of the object.

2.2.2 Quality criterions

Quality criterions evaluate the quality of obtained results. The container's maximum
use of volume capacity criterion is one of obvious. The ratio of the total volume oř
container to objects occupied volume is compared here.

Vmax~---n
"Vb -v
~ I I
;=1

2.3

n objects count,

b binary variable meaning if object is loaded in
container ar not,

V volume of the container,

v volume of the object.

The use of capacity indicator cannot be used or is it inappropriate to use in case af
non restricted loading spaces such as warehouse etc.

The minimal appropriation of convex boundary area criterion we define for these
purposes. It reflects something like a compactness of laden whole. The mathematical
expression is little bit complicated:

min~( Nf~X(PX; - pl] J-Aff(PX;J}( Nf~X(PY; +pf( J-Aff(PY;}

. ( Nf~X( pz, + pf;z J - Aff( pz, J)
2.4

n objects count,

px X axiallocation,

py Y axial location,

pz Z axiallocation,

plx objecťs length (in condition of its attitude -
rotation I tilting) ,

ply objecťs width (in condition of its attitude -
rotation I tilting),

plz objecťs height (in condition of its attitude -
rotation I tilting).

The maximal tonnage utilization of container is next important criterion:
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2.5

n objects count,

b binary variable meaning if object is loaded in
container or not,

N container's tonnage,

m weight of the object.

2.2.3 Penalty criterions

Whether all the objects were loaded has to be evaluating if the model does not
work with the criterion of objecťs benefits. This criterion is to minimize penalty fees for
unladed object.

The possibilities of exceeding some binding conditions affect other penalty criteria:

• Dimensional bounding conditions when part of the laden object overlaps
container's defined area. Therefore the container can only be open vehicle or area,
for example fiat car, pallet, etc.

• Mass bounding conditions - exceeded tonnage of vehicle; infract the difference
permitted axle load, etc.

The excess of boundary conditions is not unlimited. If ever allowed, it may be only
within specified bounds. The calculation of penalty charges may be governed by a
number of ways dependent on the course of function:

• simply linear,

• exponential,

• practical sigmoid.

2.2.4 Objective function

Considering the circumstances given above the objective function has to be in the
composed model structure of different criteria.

ln general, will have this derived function shape:
pk

U=L>k·J.lk·Ck·Wk'
k=1

2.6

u objective function's result value,

pk number of criterions,

x binary variable meaning if criterion is brought
into or not,
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~ algebraic sign function - transmission for
norma lize criterion (1 or -1),

C criterion's result value,

w weight coefficient for criterion's significance
adjustment.

2.3 Required outputs

Required data output of results is needed to know before model building. Outputs
may take different forms depending on how the results will be treated.

The loading plan outcome is expected in practical loading problems. The loading
plan is a description of objects location in concrete containers. For academic purposes
and for comparing the quality of result made by different calculation algorithms are
sufficient some basic descriptive characteristics on the other hand. It is the percentage
use of loading space, or the amount of the objective function for example.

classification
sorting
Une-up-+-IH-.

H

i'··················································· : ,-------'-----,

INITIAL SOLUTION:
SOLUTION +ADJUSTMENT-

RESULTS

3. PROBLEM SOLVING, METHODS AND ALGORITHMS

Defined task requires new extended approach for its solution. Input data analysis
and their preparation will be explored emphatically. Advantage of this approach is
possibility to learn from obtained result and then to adapt algorithm operations.

This approach is described on figure 1:

,- - - - - - - - -- - - - - i J""-~~F~E~ED~B=~A~c_K~~l ,
I••

ANALYSE SETUP

loading plan
evaluating

analyze
results

objective new
function solution

+t- --H-.parameters i conversion

-t:i=======~=======ti~IUparameters

[ iterative . .'------'----------_ ..._...._...._...._...._...._...._...._...._...._...._...._•.._..._....-".........................................•........... '----------'

Fig. 1Complex approach

3.1 Analyze

The goal of this phase is to take advantage of off-line approach to solving BP
Problem - to analyze and descript entering data, find the dominant structures and hidden
conjunctions. Properties of input data are collected by the appropriate statistical
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investigation. The statistic offers a wide range of theoretical well explored, justifiable and
validated methods for data analysis.

Pars of data analysis are:

• basic objects c1assification,

• objects analysis (objecťs frequency, homogeneity, dimensions and weight),

• disposable containers analysis,

• binding conditions analysis (the determination of the dominant binding conditions).

The figure 1 shows how direct impacts have the analysis results on the next
phases of solution:

• preparation of objects and line-up before optimizing,

• to set the parameters of algorithms for obtaining the initial solution,

• setting the parameters of algorithms for solutions adjustments.

3.2 Data preparation

There is a preparation phase after preliminary analyzes investigation. The mail
goal is to:

• predict task type (from the decision tree),

• prepare objects into proper data structure (dynamical reference structure),

- grouping objects into c1usters (c1uster analyze),

- sort objects within the c1uster using the dominant binding condition,

- setup rules for alternate variants of object data sequence creation,

• prepare and sort containers,

• proper algorithms selection and establishment of their possible combinations,

• auto matic objective function compiling pursuant to task type,

• to prepare algorithms parameters.

3.3 Initial solution

I proposed several algorithms to obtain an initial solution. Their advantage is that
theycan work independenUy or can be mutually combined based on the results of
previousanalyses of inputs.

3.3.1 Palletization algorithm

The exact algorithm for handling homogeneous set of objects is designed here.
Loadedobject is not restricted in terms of rotation and tilting. Objects loaded in one layer
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may be only in two possible positions. Layer height is given by height of the object in a
given location. The problem can be partially reduced to two dimensional then. It is
possible to calculate three variants now.

The task can be relatively easily resolved triple iterative algorithm brute force. It
can be more results of the same quality. In this case the most symmetric or the most
compact of result is chosen. There is need to count layer's frequency to optimal utilization
of container height then. It can be the linear programming used but easy and quickly
brute force algorithm is better again in practice.

3.3.2 Space splitting algorithm

This is an algorithm for the loading of heterogeneous 3D objects derived from
heuristics Best Fit algorithm. The space is derived to four convex subspaces when the
object is loaded. One subspace is filled by this object; others will be available for further
treatment. It is the application of "divide and conquer" principle.

3.3.3 Corner-spot algorithm

This algorithm files only corner coordinates of spaces in contrast with previous
algorithm. It gave the algorithm's name. This indetermination has to be repair by objects
collision testing. It is conducting to computing complexity grown. Algorithm gives better
result however.

There is the main problem to determinate the criterion for object placing. It is the
minimize space occupation criterion by default. Priority or suppression of progressive
axis-directionalloading is controlled by two triplets' parameters:

• object positioning on axle X, Y and Z,

• convex boundary space in axle-direction X, Y and Z.

3.3.4 Algorithms combinations

There is great benefit in space splitting algorithm even has non quality results - it is
very useful for combinations. It is by "divide and conquer" principle. There is possible to
use another algorithm for optimization within derived subspaces.

There are two main situations, where are combinations very useful:

• When there is relatively small number of above average large objects (we know it
from cluster analyze), then is useful to split space for further smaller objects
loading.

• There is high objects homogeneity (from object frequency analyze), so it is
possible to create suitable groupage. The palletize algorithm with degrees of
freedom is used here. Proportions of compound object are not known in advance.
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3.4 Solution adjustment

It should pays to explore initial solution got by previous phases in more detail and
Iry to get new - better variants of results. The objective is to regroup laden objects to
reduce the penalty functions values in accordance with laid down some binding
conditions.

Objects placed in a container are adequately incorporated into the so-called
blocks. The block is a group of loaded objects, which are c1early limited and thus
separated from other objects. 80 the main problem is to find some sets of blocks. I
designed the new method of slice finding for these purposes. Now is possible to get new
results by suitable block manipulation. It can be one or more of this elementary operation
ar their combinations:

• operations between containers:

- translocation of block from one container to another,

- block change between containers,

• operations within one container:

- block sequence change,

- dislocation, change of block's position,

- lengthwise or crosswise block inversion.

1m

Fig.2 Backs af laden abjects
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3.5 Presentation and results evaluating

Result of loading task is named the Loading plan. It can be presented of several
ways:

• represent indicators (useful for comparing variants):

- container's objective function value,

- loading area and volume utilization,

- loading tonnage utilization,

- penalty charges,

- number of used containers,

- average area and volume utilization,

- average tonal utilization,

• tabular - locations and positions of laden objects,

• graphical representation of loading plan,

• interactive graphical representation (manual adjustment possibilities).
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3.6 Feedback

The user can adjust automatic results manually even to compile a whole new result
through the interactive graphical user interface. This manual result and its quality is
compared with an original auto matic result. It is appropriate to try to learn algorithm on
manual result basics ir is the manual result better. This doctrine generally lies in the
updating of various parameters used in solving problems and gaining experience in
dealing with different types of tasks. This enables corrections of knowledge about
particular task type progressively. The active participation of the human factor is stili
needed in this learning process.

3.6.1 Knowledge base

The knowledge is represented by database of just solved tasks. This database is
named knowledge base too. It is necessary to save o lot of historical and statistics data in
it. There are whole tasks and their results, set up and parameters used for solution above
all. There can be more variants for one task's solution.

3.6.2 Machine learning

The propped data structure and sequence of objects entering the tasks was
determinate on the basis of input data analyze. Objects were loaded into the container
according to this. The user was not satisfied with automatic results for example. So he
adjust the result through the interactive graphical user interface.



Now is requested to learn the algorithm of the user adjustment. Objects are already
loaded in the container and their positions are regulated by the user manual intervention.
It may be involved the process of learning if this result is making better quality indicators
than the original automatic solution. It is necessary to resolve the inverse task of original
loading task as part of the learning process - re-calculate the values of new parameters of
algorithms, to verify their effectiveness and even possibly to edit. It will build a new type
of task in case of failure generalize parameters for the type of this task.

4. CONCLUSION

Sin Packing Problems occur in practice quite often. This is a very large and diverse
area. There is a joint point of all types of tasks - computational complexity. There is no
procedure to get exact solutions of large tasks in real time. Thus was a range of heuristic
algorithms developed for solving Sin Packing Problem. Some of them are generally
applicable, but only at a price of inaccurate results. In contrast, other algorithms are
relatively successful, but only when dealing with closely specified types of problems.

The aim of this paper was to introduce the new designed approach for solution of
Bin Packing problem. This general approach makes it possible to achieve good-quality
results by the model's expansion to practical requirements and binding conditions. It
bargains for user's interactive interventions and implements the principles of machine
learning. This is important for compiling an appropriate algorithm for a particular type of
task in the course of its solution. The statistical analysis of entering data is crux of this
approach. The loading plan is optimized on the basis of its knowledge base and
experiences gained from previous solutions.
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Resumé

OPTIMALIZACE VYUŽITí LOŽNÉHO PROSTORU

Jaroslav KOZIOL

Disertační práce se zabývá problematikou nakládání a optimalizace využití ložného
prostoru. Problém nelze řešit exaktními metodami. Heuristické metody naopak neposkytují kvalitní
řešení nebo nejsou díky své specializaci na konkrétní úlohu obecně použitelné. Je proto navržen
zcela nový přístup, který umožňuje s využitím strojového učení dosáhnout kvalitních řešení i při
značném rozšíření modelu úlohy o praktické omezující podmínky.

Summary
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OPTIMISATION OF USAGE OF STORAGE SPACE

Jaroslav KOZIOL

This paper deals with loading problems and optimization of usage of loading space.
It is impossible to solve the Bin Packing problem with exact methods. Heuristic methods

provide no quality solutions or they are not generally applicable due to their specializations. New
approach for solving the Bin Packing Problem is designed so. It allows achieving good-quality
solutions and the significant expansion of the problem model by practical restrictive conditions with
use of machine learning.

Zusammenfassung

OPTIMIERUNG DER NUTZUNG DES LADERAUMES

Jaroslav KOZIOL

Dieses Papier befasst sich mit Problemen beim Laden und Optimierung der Nutzung von
Laderaum. Es ist unmtiglich, das Bin Packing Problem mit exakten Methoden zu lósen.
Heuristische Methoden bieten keine qualitativ hochwertige Ltisungen, oder sie sind im AlIgemeinen
nicht anwendbar aufgrund ihrer Spezialisierung. Neuer Ansatz fůr die Ltisung des Bin Packing
Problem ist so konzipiert. Es ermtiglicht die Erreichung eines guten Oualitát Ltisungen und die
deutliche Ausweitung des Problems Modell durch praktische restriktiven Bedingungen mit der
Nutzung des maschinellen Lernens.


